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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Welcome to All-Star Dental Academy’s QuickStart. QuickStart is a fantastic tool to 
help you quickly get up to speed on the basic skills you need to be an outstanding 
contributor to the efficient functioning of your dental practice.

Remember that QuickStart includes a handful of very important concepts and tech-
niques that you should be completely comfortable with before moving on to the full 
courses in Phone Success and Scheduling Advantage. Mastering these concepts and 
skills sets you up for success in the more detailed courses. 

How to use this workbook and Study Guide
We’ve outlined the basic material you will encounter in each part of the QuickStart. 
Just a reminder, each course (QuickStart, Phone Success, and Scheduling Advan-
tage) are broken down into areas of concentration called “Modules” and each Mod-
ule is further broken down into individual video lectures called “Units.” There will be 
references to Modules and Units in this Workbook.

Make sure that as you view the Unit videos take notes on the concepts that are dis-
cussed. You can refer to these notes as you progress through the lessons, and use 
them for your Certification Exams.

Finally, on the next page is a checklist of all the Modules and Units in the course. 
Keep track of your progress and note your exam score.

Thanks and have fun!
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C H E C K L I S T

Start Date ________
Module 1 Introduction
 ☐    Unit 1 Introduction to Quick Start - 1:54
Module 2 Mindset
 ☐    Unit 1 Reactive v. Proactive - 3:39
 ☐    Unit 2 3 Steps to an All-Star Mindset - 8:39
Module 3 Phone Skills
 ☐    Unit 1 Greeting - 7:10
 ☐    Unit 2 Rapport - 13:54
 ☐    Unit 3 Engage - 7:38
 ☐    Unit 4 Ask for the Appointment - 8:38
 ☐    Unit 5 Taking Info - 7:35
Module 4 Productive Scheduling
 ☐    Unit 1 Productive Scheduling - 8:22
 ☐    Unit 2 Preblocking the Schedule - 9:20
 ☐    Unit 3 Daily Production Goal - 7:46
 ☐    Unit 4 Individual Roles & Responsibilities - 5:52
 ☐    Unit 5 Team Roles & Responsibilities - 8:30
 ☐    Unit 6 Broken Appointment Policy - 6:02
Module 5 Terminology
 ☐    Unit 1 Dental Terminology - 9:50
Module 6 HIPAA
 ☐    Unit 1 HIPAA Compliance - 6:16
Module 7 Certification Exam
 ☐    Unit 1 Quick Start Certification Exam    Date ____ SCORE _____
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Q U I C K S TA R T  AC T I O N  P L A N

How fast should you work through the program? This is a very important question! 

The time you take to work through QuickStart is totally up to you. We recommend 
dedicating 20 minutes per week to training in All-Star courses. But it’s important to 
take enough time so that you can absorb and retain the information that is presented. 
It’s also very important to take the time to work with your teammates and explore 
the concepts. This will ensure that everyone is on the same page. We also encourage 
you to roleplay different scenarios so that you really “own” the material.

Be careful not to underestimate the value of this foundational information. It may 
seem simple, and you could race through QuickStart in a weekend, but it is crucial to 
fully understand and use the concepts presented.

For some students, the QuickStart content will be rudimentary. You may be able to 
move through more quickly. The most important thing is to find a pace that is ap-
propriate for YOU and your needs, and that promotes comprehension and leads to 
success.

Week 1: QuickStart Modules 1 and 2
Week 2: QuickStart Module 3: Units 1 and 2
Week 3: QuickStart Module 3: Units 3, 4, and 5
Week 4: QuickStart Module 4: Units 1 and 2
Week 5: QuickStart Module 4: Units 3 and 4
Week 6: QuickStart Module 4: Units 5 and 6
Week 7: QuickStart Modules 5 and 6
Week 8: Review and Certification Exam
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M O D U L E  1:  I N T R O D U C T I O N

We’re excited to bring you training for phones and scheduling, and Module 1 “sets 
the stage” for the course, and gives you some tips on how to get the most out of the 
program.

Module 1 Outline

Introduction to the QuickStart Course:
MODULE 2: MINDSET - PREREQUISITE TO SUCCESS
MODULE 3: PHONE SUCCESS
MODULE 4: PRODUCTIVE SCHEDULING
MODULE 5: TERMINOLOGY
MODULE 6: HIPAA
MODULE 7: CERTIFICATION EXAM

General thoughts on QuickStart
Who should use QuickStart?
• Everyone!!

How long should QuickStart take?
• One to three months
• Make sure you don’t go too fast - repetition is key to learning

Notes
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M O D U L E  2:  M I N D S E T

Having the right attitude when starting a program such as QuickStart can absolutely 
help you make your journey a pleasantly challenging and successful one. 

Module 2 Outline

REACTIVE V. PROACTIVE MINDSET
• Before we get right into QuickStart, let’s talk about Mindset
• Mindset 90% of success

What. How. Why.
• What – QuickStart, courses, guest experts
• How –  training, coaching
• Mindset is the WHY…

Why are you here? Why do this program?
Reactive
• My doctor forced me to be here, etc.
• Change is going to happen; It can be forced on you… or you can choose it

Proactive
• I choose to be here
• I want to get the most out the program

Notes
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Other reasons to be here:
• I want to learn more to be more skillful
• I like being the best
• I feel more connected with my team when I know more
• I can help patients better when I am more knowledgeable
• I can make more money when I have better skills and can increase my doctor’s 

bottom line

Think about YOUR  WHY, and if it is reactive, see if you can convert it to proactive

3 STEPS TO AN ALL-STAR MINDSET
Now that you know the WHY… here are some Mindset tools to help you succeed

Serve
• Go getter vs Go giver
• “If you truly believe that what you have is useful and valuable to your clients/

patients, then you have a moral obligation to try to serve them in every way 
possible.” - Jay Abraham

Give it your all AND some
• Give 110%
• Working hard just gets you to good
• Winning edge principle… small differences in ability translate into enormous 

differences in results

Notes
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Have fun
Everything is easier when you are having fun
• Play games with your learning… see how fast you can improve… try different 

scenarios 
• Roleplay with your teammates 
• You can use these principles even with your family and life outside work

Go little by little; quality, not quantity; you will get there much faster than you 
think

These concepts are backed up by science - a positive attitude leads to success

Module 2 Questions to Consider

• How long should you take to complete the QuickStart course?
• What are the three steps to an All-Star Mindset? 
• How can having a positive mental attitude help with learning?
• What are the characteristics of a “Go Giver” attitude?
• Describe the concept of the “Winning Edge Principle.” 

Notes
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M O D U L E  3:  P H O N E  S U CC E S S  
     A N D  G R E AT  C A L L S

Working effectively with patients - new and returning - is essential for a successful 
dental practice.  The GREAT Call Process is five steps to successfully begin a relation-
ship with patients and helping them with an appropriate appointment that fits your 
schedule. 

Module 3 Outline
 The GREAT Call Process

UNIT 3.1 “G” // THE GREETING 
The Call Process
Why GREAT?  What does it stand for?
5 Elements 
 1. Greeting
 2. Rapport
 3. Engage
 4. Ask
 5. Take Info
  
Elements of a GREAT Call:
A. Salutation
• Consistency is Key – everyone should have the same salutation for office unity
• Say your name – this lets them know who they are speaking with and builds 

rapport
• Example: “Thank you for calling the office of ‘ACME Dentistry.’  This is Heather, 

how may I assist you?”

B. Transition Statement
• This is the statement that will allow you to take polite control of the call 
• You can use our suggested verbiage “I’d be happy to help you with that!  Do you 
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mind if I ask you a few questions so I can better assist you?” or create your own 
similar verbiage

• Now you can shift more easily into capturing the rest of the info in the Greeting
• The Transition is all about becoming an interested investigator into the patient 

so you can best help them... and who doesn’t love to be better assisted?

C. Ask Name
• Builds rapport with them because you can then call them by their name.
• Ask them their first name only at this point – you can get their full name later 

when they decide to book an appointment.
• People love to hear their name and it gets their brain to instantly pay attention.
• Make sure to listen and pronounce their name properly.

D. Welcome
• This helps you figure out if they are a new patient or a current patient.
• “When was the last time we saw you in our office?”  This assumes that EVERY-

ONE is a current patient and comes across more friendly.
• If they are a new patient – welcome them to the office.
• If they are a current patient – welcome them back.

E. Contact Phone Number 
• “[Patient name], what is your contact phone number in case we get discon-

nected?”
• Be sure to repeat back their number for accuracy.

F. Referral Source
• “Who can we thank for referring you to our office?”  This conveys that the office 

gets many referrals due to amazing customer service.
• At this point, DO NOT delve deeper into the specifics of the referral. Doing this 

shows the office is more interested in their needs than the care of the patient. 
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UNIT 3.2 “R” // RAPPORT 
Intro to Rapport
What is Rapport? 

Elements of Rapport  over the phone
• Words – The specific words only account for small percent of meaning in conver-

sation (7%) – that’s why we don’t believe in heavy scripting. It’s not what you say, 
it’s HOW you say it.

• Tonality – the sound of “how” something is said
• Volume – How loud or soft
• Tempo – Fast or slow
• Body language/Gestures – can still be “seen” over the phone
• Terminology – Soda vs. pop vs. cola vs. soft drink
• Key Words/Phrasing – How people say things
• Accent – Southern, New York, etc

How to Build Rapport
• Ask questions and Listen - IMPORTANT, but not quite enough
• Create a feeling of “Commonality”
• Caring and Concerned: “To be interesting, be interested!”
• Repeat the caller’s name 
• Make friendly conversation

Notes
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Elements of the rapport-building process
• Paraphrase – review what they just told you to make sure you understand what 

they are asking or saying
• Ask Positive Open Ended Questions
• “Active” Listening 
• Use Name in Conversation
• Don’t type and talk (for new patients)
• Be focused (don’t talk to people in the background) and have a cue for the rest of 

the staff/dentists that you are on a NP call

Notes
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UNIT 3.3 “E” // ENGAGING THE PATIENT 
Definition of Engage
• What does it mean to engage a patient?
• Why you cannot effectively engage a patient if you haven’t done the Greeting 

and Rapport Steps… If you haven’t built rapport you will be basically engaging 
the patient with no foundation established which can come across as too asser-
tive, too me focused, and can become adversarial. 

Basic Elements of Engaging the Patient 
Answering Common Questions/Objections
• What are your office’s most common questions?

Share the Sizzle
• What does it mean to share the sizzle?
• Have your team create three “sizzle” points that they know by heart for each den-

tist and three for the practice
• These would answer the question, “what sets your dentist or your office apart 

from the competition?” or, “why should the patient choose your office?”

“Feel, Felt, Found” Dialogue – Dr. Rhonda Savage
• If a patient objects to price, distance, etc, use “Feel, Felt, Found” verbiage

Notes
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UNIT 3.4 “A” // ASK FOR THE APPOINTMENT 

Note that we can’t effectively ask for the appointment if the other steps (Greeting, 
Rapport, and Engaging the Patient) have not been completed.  
• Patient may agree to the appointment but they will be much less likely to keep 

their scheduled appointment without those first steps.  
• If they do keep their appointment, they may not have the proper type of ap-

pointment scheduled without establishing rapport to know what they need or 
are interested in.

Elements of Asking for the Appointment
A. Give appointment options
B. Upgrade appointment
C. Create urgency
D. Set expectations
E. Get the commitment

A. Give Appointment Options 
• After building rapport and engaging the patient you should have a good idea 

of what type of appointment they are interested in.  It’s important to have them 
feel like they made the final choice so they will be happy with coming to the 
appointment

• Offer two options (no more than that or you’ll confuse them) and ask them which 
sounds better to them

• Review the details of both types of appointments
• Example: complimentary consultation vs. full evaluation vs. emergency visit (If 

they tell you they are having some discomfort but also need to get established 
with a new dentist, you can offer either the emergency visit and the full evalua-
tion…depending on how much they have an emergency, they can decide which 
appointment type is better)
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B. Upgrade Appointment
• Once you have given the patient the two options you can offer your suggestions 

as to which you think is a better option for them.  You can guide them to help 
make a decision but you aren’t telling them what to do (people push the other 
way when they feel they are being controlled)

• Upsell the higher value appointment if possible.  I would always recommend 
offering the full appointment vs the free consult if the patient is open to it.

C. Create Urgency  
• Compare urgency to dating – if you are too eager you seem desperate
• If you will do anything to get them in and you have unlimited appointments, it 

comes across poorly to the patient because they will wonder, WHY you have no 
patients and assume it’s because you are a lousy dental office

• Make your office the hot and happening place to be – environment is KEY!  
Patients pick up on this

D. Set the Expectations
Once they schedule the appointment this is the part where you review:
• Time and Date (give the arrival time if they need to fill out paperwork prior)
• Office location (if multiple offices)
• Dentist they will be seeing (if multiple provider practice)
• Cancellation Policy

Notes
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E. Get the Commitment
Make sure the patient is committed to the appointment
• Ensure they understand everything
• Length of appointment
• Review fees
• Gather basic insurance information
• Let patient know you will confirm coverage

Verbiage Suggestions
DON’T say “Would you like an appointment...” or “When would you like to come in?”
DO Say “Let’s get you on the schedule.”
Be assertive and establish control in the conversation

Notes
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UNIT 3.5 “T” // TAKING INFO AND THANKING CALLER

Elements of Taking the Info
• Regardless if the caller does or does not make an appointment, you should try to 

get some additional information from them
• Ask for, email, mailing address, insurance, DOB, referral source more info specific 

for your office 

If they do make an appointment - then get it on the schedule before asking for ad-
ditional information

Why take secondary info? What sort of information should you ask for?
• Last name (you already have the first!)
• Confirm spelling of names
• Secondary phone number (and where it calls)
• Email
• Detailed Insurance information (recommended prior to appointment)
• Medical history
• Mailing Address Sending paperwork (mail or email or download, etc.)
• Credit card reservation hold? 
• Give office address, directions to office, and ask if they have any additional ques-

tions
• Thank them at the end and tell them we are looking forward to meeting them

If they said ‘no’ to an apt or said they would think about it and call back…still take 
info and offer them something in return – send them info; tell them you will fol-
low-up with them.

Notes
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Module 3 Questions to Consider

• What does “GREAT” in the GREAT Call process stand for?
• Define the five steps in the Greeting.
• Why is a “transition statement” important?
• How important is rapport-building during a patient call? And what are some of 

the most powerful ways to build rapport?
• How important is the difference between “What” you say and “How” you say it?
• When should you answer the caller’s questions during a call?
• Describe the steps you go through to schedule a caller”
• What are some ways to create urgency with a caller to help in filling an empty 

spot in the schedule?
• How should you handle a caller that isn’t ready to make an appointment when 

they call?
• What kind of “Secondary Information” should you ask from a caller?

Notes
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M O D U L E  4:  P R O D U C T I V E  S C H E D U L I N G

A well-constructed schedule and efficient process for filling it is the foundation for a 
successful dental practice. Think of most problem areas in your office, and consider 
how many of them would go away if you were effective at managing the schedule? 
Too busy? These complaints fade away when your schedule is filled with appoint-
ments that maximize the doctor’s productivity, and your office is as profitable as 
possible. 

Module 4 Outline

UNIT 4.1 INTRODUCTION TO PRODUCTIVE SCHEDULING

Scheduling impacts all aspects of the practice
Problems include: Doctor needed in two places at once
• Too much for the staff to do
• No flexibility
• Inefficient production
• Poor scheduling leads to stress and impacts on patient experience
• Even affects marketing and reputation
• When the schedule works, everything is easier
• Patients will be happier
• Team members are happier and more productive
• Work is more fun

Consider the concept of an assembly line
• Scheduling system was born from manufacturing
• Principle at work is that for efficiency, you need to be at the right place at the 

right time with the right stuff
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Consider how airlines manage scheduling
• How do they get passengers where they need to be?
• They track the Pilot
• If you know where the pilot is, you know where the plane is

How does this apply to a dental practice?
Schedule tracks the Doctor

Four Steps to Scheduling Success
1. Preblocking the Schedule
2. Determining a Daily Production Goal
3. Individual Roles
4. Team Roles

Notes
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UNIT 4.2 PREBLOCKING THE SCHEDULE

Preblocking: reserving blocks of time each day for specific types of procedures, 
and helps you get the most out of each day

Preblocking provides the appropriate time for every kind of procedures and ap-
pointments
• Good schedule control gives you the right amount of time for procedures and 

maximize the use of assistants.
• Keeps you on time, while keeping the doctor happy

Divide procedures into two categories: Primary Care and Secondary Care
Primary Care is procedures that involve lab work or tooth prep, but not fillings
• Crowns implants veneers dentures inlays/onlays, implants, surgery, molar ex-

traction, banding
Secondary Care is all other procedures
• Fillings, try ins crown inserts checks, suture removals 

Reserve preblock times for 24 to 48 hours prior 

• Tip: Lots of emergencies (more than 3)hold times for 24 hours
• Fewer emergencies, hold times for 48 hours
• If you give up times to inappropriate procedures for that preblocked time, your 

efficiency will go down
• Tip: Get rid of the behavior where you give control of the schedule to the patient
• Guide patients into appointment times that are best for the practice and the 

patient
• Give the patient the benefit of the appointment times you give them

Notes
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Basic Preblocking
• Time blocks reserved in the day for primary care, secondary care, and new pa-

tient appointments
• New patient appointments are very important, so make sure that you give them 

the best service you can and be on time!
• Most doctors prefer right after lunch or first thing in the morning for new patient 

appointments

Is Preblocking restrictive?
If you provide patients with the benefit of taking the appointment time that works 
best for the practice, they will take it
• Primary care in the morning
• Secondary care in the afternoon

Advantages of morning primary care:
• Lab work can be shipped off to the lab before lunch
• Monitor the patient’s progress during the workday
• Patients and Doctors (and everyone else) is more fresh in the morning

Notes
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UNIT 4.3 DAILY PRODUCTION GOAL

Daily Production Goal
Each day needs to be balanced to ensure high productivity
• 80% of your daily production is primary procedures

You get to a daily goal by dividing the annual goal by the number of days you want 
to work
• (NOTE: Use this space to following along with the exercise in determining a daily 

production goal. Your practice numbers will be different.)

Annual goal:  __________   example:  $1 million
  Divided by
Number of workdays:  __________       200 days
Equals Daily Production Goal: __________    $5000/day

Notes
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Make sure to include Hygiene Department production in your determination
• Base hygiene production on an 8 hour day
• Determine typical hygiene daily production
• Take the practice production goal, less the hygiene production, and you get the 

Doctor’s daily production goal

Set realistic production goals, and grow into them 

How many and what kind of procedures do you need every day to achieve the 
daily production goal?
• Remember that you should target 80% of your daily production to the morning 

procedures
• Take Daily Production Goal, calculate 80% of that to determine your pre-lunch 

goals.
• How many primary care procedures does it take to meet your pre-lunch goal?
• Make sure that you reserve time for that number of procedures every day
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UNIT 4.4 INDIVIDUAL ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Identifying who does what during each procedure and know how long each step in 
the procedure takes

Determining time requirements
Use 4x6 cards
• Name of procedure
• List all the steps
• Assign steps to Doctor or Assistant
• List materials required for each step
• Put all the cards in a binder

Mark on schedule the time it takes to complete a schedule
This helps fill in the schedule AND begins tracking who is where and WHEN

Use the Doctor Tracking Column in your scheduling software
You don’t want to just start procedures when the prior one is finished. It is inefficient.
When you know who is where and when, you can OVERLAP procedures and boost 
productivity

Notes
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UNIT 4.5 TEAM ROLES

Team Roles and Responsibilities
Everyone plays a role in effective scheduling, but there are some specific responsi-
bilities
• Business office: Preblock the schedule to determine spots for meeting daily goals
• Dental Assistants: 
 Determine procedure time requirements to set an average time
 Create a time, personnel,and materials card for each type of procedure
• Hygienist: Work with the Dental Assistants and coordinate the best time to call 

in the Doctor
• Dentist: Determine training needs, and delegate as much as possible

Verbiage Suggestions to help in scheduling
• NO “When can you come in?”
• YES “The doctor reserves specific times for procedures. I will find you the first 

available spot...”

• NO “We’re running behind,” or ‘We’ve had a cancellation.”
• YES “We’ve had an unexpected change...”

• NO “We’re all booked up.”
• YES “The Doctor’s schedule is filled for today. He can see you...”

• NO “I am calling to remind you...”
• YES “Were looking forward to seeing you”

Notes
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• NO “Come on back.”
• YES “The Doctor will see you now.”

• NO “We can’t see you today.”
• YES “Based on what you’ve told me, the best thing to do...”
• YES ”I wish you would have called me earlier, I would have had more flexibility.”

• NO “... recall appointment...”
• YES “...seeing you for ______...”

• NO “quick check”
• YES “... evaluate your condition and determine the appropriate treatment.”

Notes
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UNIT 4.6 BROKEN APPOINTMENT POLICY

Introduction to Broken Appointments & Changed Appointments
•  Broken Appointments v Changed Appointment
•  At least 48 hours notice for “changed appointment”
•  Teach with the first phone call 
•  Changed appointments – never threaten patient, use “Tough Love”
•  Emphasize their commitment to their appointment
•  Teach them to stay with original appointment 
•  Tone of voice will be helpful - express your disappointment that they couldnt 

keep their appointment

Important notes to remember 
•  Don’t threaten the patient 
•  Sound disappointed 
•  Make verbiage your own 

Module 4 Questions to Consider
• What are examples of “Primary Care Procedures?”
• What are examples of “Secondary Care Procedures?”
• What does “Preblocking the schedule” mean?
• What units of time do we break the schedule down into?
• When is the best time of day for Primary Care Procedures? Secondary Proce-

dures? New Patient appointments?
• How does the practice owner establish a Daily Production Goal?
• What are some of the benefits of a preblocked schedule?
• How do you determine what team member does what part of a procedure?
• How do you adjust a standard appointment length for special circumstances?
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M O D U L E  5:  CO M M O N  T E R M I N O LO G Y

The dental field has a huge vocabulary of words and terms, and it is important that 
when communicating with other dental professionals, everyone uses the same ter-
minology. However, many times, it is not recommended to use specific terms when 
working with a patient.

Module 5 Outline

An overview of commonly used terms and their meaning. Please see the Resource 
Library for a glossary of all the terms, and many more, mentioned in this module.

• Prophylaxis (prophy or cleaning)
• Filling(s) (cavities, or carries)
• Crown (caps, porcelain restoration)
• Core Buildup
• Denture (full, partial, plates, fixed or removable, bridge)
• Implant
• Veneer
• Root Canal Therapy 
• Root Planing or Scaling
• Periodontal Maintenance
• Radiograph (x-ray,  bitewing, cavity-detecting, periapical [pa], full mouth series, 

panoramic)
• Consultation

Notes
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Exams 
• Comprehensive/Full Exam
• Periodic Exam
• Limited Exam
• Emergency Exam
• Full Mouth Debridement (FMD)
• Calculus
• Tooth Preparation/Prep (drilling)

Terminology related to lab work...
• Temporaries (short term)
• Process Temporary
• Try-In
• Delivery

Veneer
• Composite - directly placed on tooth or built up
• Porcelain - fabricated by a dental lab

• Extraction (pulling a tooth)

Notes
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Module 5 Questions to Consider
• What are some other terms used for “Prophylaxis?”
• What type of dental work supports a crown?
• Describe the different types of dentures.
• What are some common terms for a thin covering for the front of the tooth?
• How often should a patient receive a periodic exam?
• What terminology should you use when speaking with patients on the phone?

Notes
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M O D U L E  6:  H I PA A  CO M P L I A N C E

“HIPAA” stands for the Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act of 1996 and 
is a set of rules and guidelines that help ensure patient privacy, greater account-
ability, and simplified administration of patient information within the health care 
industry. The important thing to remember is that there are significant fines for vio-
lations of the HIPAA rules. Compliance is not difficult, but it does require a thought-
ful approach.

Module 6 Outline

HIPAA Compliance in YOUR Office
1. Communicating with your patients inside your practice
• Ensure privacy when discussing their case
• Patient File Integrity

2. Promote your practice’s privacy procedures
• NPP: Notice of Privacy Practices - REQUIRED for all offices

3. Understand and follow HIPAA Guidelines for Marketing and Reminders
• Ensure all communications are NON-SPECIFIC
• Reminders are fine
• Reactivations are now considered marketing. This requires an OPT-IN from pa-

tient
Phone calls and texts are fine, but stay NON-SPECIFIC with messages
UNENCRYPTED EMAIL requires patient permission

Notes
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Module 6 Questions to Consider
• What are some examples of Privileged Information?
• How does HIPAA treat appointment reminder communications?
• What does HIPAA consider reactivation communications as?
• What should you consider when discussing a patients case when other people 

are around?
• Are there HIPAA guidelines for texting? Emails? Phone calls?

Notes
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M O D U L E  7:  C E R T I F I C AT I O N

You should approach the Certification Exam not as a chore, but as a gauge of how 
well you retained the lessons taught in the QuickStart. We designed the courses and 
the Certification Exam in such as way as to help you be successful. The exam ques-
tions come directly from the course material, so if you have paid attention and taken 
notes, you should do well. There is no penalty to retake the exam, so feel free to take 
it as many times as you need to pass.

Please use this study guide as a resource for the exam, and beyond. 

Thanks for joining us in an overview of this important material. You are certainly bet-
ter prepared to build long-lasting and mutually profitable relationships with your 
patients as you schedule them into appointment times that work best for both you 
and your patient.


